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 ames.dan sisanya is working,or now not work on their social media.or the access to their social media is closed. more than 2
months,the movie was not released on youtube or other. some pemain yang mengajar bola sepak bola kita sangat rapi, lakukan
well, bisa dengan bola sepak bola kita lebih baik jika kita mengunjungi emas.asian. The song is not clean.The song need to be

edited.The quality of the video is very poor.The sound is very bad.The lyrics of the song is not good.The girl looking very
ugly.The lyrics of the song is not good.The girl looks very ugly.The sounds of the song is very bad.The sound of the song need to

be added.This song is very easy to sing.The girl's voice is not good.It's not a good song.The singing style of the girl is not
good.The singing style of the girl is very bad.The girl's voice is very low.The song is not good.It's very long.The singer of this

song is not good.This song is not a good song.It's very difficult to sing.The sound of the song is very bad.It's not a good song.The
quality of the video is very poor.The sound is very bad.The video is very bad.The singer of this song is not good.It's very

difficult to sing.The video is very bad.The quality of the video is very poor.The sound is very bad.The singer of this song is not
good.The quality of the video is very poor.It's very long.The song is very easy to sing.The quality of the song is very poor.The

song is very easy to sing.The quality of the song is very poor.The sound of the song is very bad.The sound of the song need to be
added.The video is very bad.The singer of this song is very good.The quality of the video is very poor.The video is very difficult
to see.The quality of the video is very poor.The song is not easy to sing.It's very difficult to sing.The quality of the song is very

good.The singer of this song is very good.The sound of the song is very good.The quality of the song 82157476af
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